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The rejection factors used to predict the L1 rates in Table 8 are modest given that the efficiency
loss at L1 is required to be minimal. Higher rejection factors could be obtained at the cost of de-
creased efficiency. The rejection factors are based on the studies similar to those performed for the
ATLAS Phase-II LoI [1] which indicate that a factor of five rejection can be obtained for single elec-
trons. Multi-object trigger rates are dominated by overlaps between different interactions occurring in
the same bunch crossing. These overlapping interactions can be rejected effectively using L1Track
at L1 by requiring that the longitudinal impact parameters of the tracks associated with objects are
consistent with each other.

The rates at the EF for single objects are extrapolated from algorithms used in the Run 2 trigger.
The hadronic rejection is assumed to be a factor 50 beyond what can be done at L1 and is crucially
dependent on tracking from FTK++ over the full ITk acceptance. The EF hadronic rates given in the
table include additional rejection, based on full-detector tracking from FTK++, that is used to further
reject pileup and from analysis based algorithms such as b-tagging.

The totals in Table 8 include explicit overlap removal for the hadronic triggers and a fraction of
supporting triggers that is similar to what was used during Run 1.

Table 8. Simplified illustrative menu for the Reference scenario. There are considerable overlaps in the
rates, especially from the hadronic triggers. The totals also allow for pre-scaled supporting triggers which are
not listed in the tables. ⇤ For hadronic items, the EF rates assume additional rejection from b-tagging and
other event-level analysis algorithms. ⇤⇤Forward jets also include multi-jet triggers with lower thresholds and
requirements on other quantities such as invariant mass.

Item Offline pT Offline |⌘| L0 L1 EF
Threshold Rate Rate Rate

[GeV] [kHz] [kHz] [kHz]
isolated Single e 22 < 2.5 200 40 2.20
forward e 35 2.4�4.0 40 8 0.23
single � 120 < 2.4 66 33 0.27
single µ 20 < 2.4 40 40 2.20
di-� 25 < 2.4 8 4 0.18
di-e 15 < 2.5 90 10 0.08
di-µ 11 < 2.4 20 20 0.25
e�µ 15 < 2.4 65 10 0.08
single ⌧ 150 < 2.5 20 10 0.13
di-⌧ 40,30 < 2.5 200 30 0.08
single jet 180 < 3.2 60 30 0.60⇤

fat jet 375 < 3.2 35 20 0.35⇤

four-jet 75 < 3.2 50 25 0.50⇤

HT 500 < 3.2 60 30 0.60⇤

Emiss
T 200 < 4.9 50 25 0.50⇤

jet + Emiss
T 140,125 < 4.9 60 30 0.30⇤

forward jet⇤⇤ 180 3.2 - 4.9 30 15 0.30⇤

Total ⇠1000 ⇠400 ⇠10

Table 9 shows a comparison of the offline pT thresholds, ⌘ coverage and efficiency for the three
different scoping scenarios. The two largest effects on the menu from scoping changes inside
the TDAQ system come from raising the pT cutoff for tracks in L1Track from 4 to 8 GeV in the
Low scenario and from changing the rate of full tracking provided by FTK++ from 100 kHz in the
Reference scenario to 50 kHz in the Middle and Low scenarios. Since many low-momentum jets
have no tracks above pT of 8 GeV, L1Track has little pileup-rejection capability in the Low scenario.

The differences in muon efficiency are caused by the variation in coverage of the new layers of
barrel muon chambers among the three scenarios.

Chapter III: Trigger and Data Acquisition System Page 27 of 229

1MHz 400kHz 10kHz

HL-LHC
@ 7.5x1034

L0

Run-1 Run-2 HL-LHC

0.8x1034 2.0x1034 7.5x1034

1e 25 GeV 32 22 GeV

1μ 25 GeV 27 20 GeV

ex : single-lepton
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Figure 13: Global View of the Two-Level Architecture. Latency design requirements for readout elec-
tronics are shown; the expected trigger latencies are given in the text.

which objects caused the Level-0 accept and generates a Regional Readout Request (R3), which523

drives readout of ITk data for the relevant regions from detector front-end electronics for524

Level-1 processing. Based on the objects that drove the Level-0 decision, the Level-1 system525

uses the ITk information from the regions specified in the R3 command, and finer-grained526

calorimeter data, to refine the selection The ITk data are processed by a hardware track finding527

system referred to as L1Track. The resulting set of tracks and the fine granularity calorimeter528

information are then processed by L1Global system which combines the information to form529

refined signatures including electrons, photons, muons, taus, jets, Emiss
T , and potentially other530

hadronic combinations. The L1CTP system then forms the final Level-1 decision using the
menu configuration and prescales.531

Following either the Level-0 or Level-1 decision, which can vary between detectors, the
event data are transmitted over custom point-to-point serial links to the FELIX sub-system532

(Front-End Link eXchange, see Section 9.4.1) the first element of the DAQ system. From the533

detector perspective, FELIX functions primarily as a common receiver and router between534

their custom point-to-point serial-links and commodity multi-gigabit networks. The event535

data transmitted by FELIX are received by the Data Handler, where detector-specific process-536

ing, e.g. formatting and/or monitoring, of the data can be implemented prior to buffering537

in the Storage Handler sub-system of the Dataflow system. The Storage Handler provides538

20 3 System Architecture

ATLAS Trigger & Data Readout4

Level-0 trigger

1MHz / 6μsec ( Decision )

CALO + MUON

40MHz  →  1MHz
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Figure 1.3: Cut-away view of the ATLAS calorimeter system.

Calorimeters must provide good containment for electromagnetic and hadronic showers, and

must also limit punch-through into the muon system. Hence, calorimeter depth is an important

design consideration. The total thickness of the EM calorimeter is > 22 radiation lengths (X0)

in the barrel and > 24 X0 in the end-caps. The approximate 9.7 interaction lengths ( ) of active

calorimeter in the barrel (10  in the end-caps) are adequate to provide good resolution for high-

energy jets (see table 1.1). The total thickness, including 1.3  from the outer support, is 11  
at � = 0 and has been shown both by measurements and simulations to be sufficient to reduce

punch-through well below the irreducible level of prompt or decay muons. Together with the large

�-coverage, this thickness will also ensure a good Emiss
T measurement, which is important for many

physics signatures and in particular for SUSY particle searches.

1.3.1 LAr electromagnetic calorimeter

The EM calorimeter is divided into a barrel part (|� | < 1.475) and two end-cap components

(1.375 < |� | < 3.2), each housed in their own cryostat. The position of the central solenoid in

front of the EM calorimeter demands optimisation of the material in order to achieve the de-

sired calorimeter performance. As a consequence, the central solenoid and the LAr calorimeter

share a common vacuum vessel, thereby eliminating two vacuum walls. The barrel calorimeter

consists of two identical half-barrels, separated by a small gap (4 mm) at z = 0. Each end-cap

calorimeter is mechanically divided into two coaxial wheels: an outer wheel covering the region

1.375 < |� | < 2.5, and an inner wheel covering the region 2.5 < |� | < 3.2. The EM calorimeter is

a lead-LAr detector with accordion-shaped kapton electrodes and lead absorber plates over its full

coverage. The accordion geometry provides complete ⌃ symmetry without azimuthal cracks. The

– 8 –

Tile Scintillator

Liquid Ar

Liquid Ar

ATLAS Calorimeter5

Sampling type Calorimeter 
• EM Calo : LAr 
• Hadronic Cal :  

- Barrel    : Scintillator 
- Endcap : LAr

Characteristics 
• Fine granularity in η-direction (EM) 
• Segmented in depth  ( 4 in EM , 3 in Tile )

take the advantage, “granularity” 
→ improve Trigger performance

e, γ, τ, jet, Missing-ET 
Offline : identify / measure

Trigger : provides inputs for 
their first level triggers

2008 JINST 3 S08003
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Figure 5.4: Sketch of a barrel module where the different layers are clearly visible with the ganging

of electrodes in ⌃ . The granularity in � and ⌃ of the cells of each of the three layers and of the

trigger towers is also shown.

5.2.2 Barrel geometry

The barrel electromagnetic calorimeter [107] is made of two half-barrels, centred around the z-

axis. One half-barrel covers the region with z > 0 (0 < � < 1.475) and the other one the region

with z < 0 (�1.475 < � < 0). The length of each half-barrel is 3.2 m, their inner and outer

diameters are 2.8 m and 4 m respectively, and each half-barrel weighs 57 tonnes. As mentioned

above, the barrel calorimeter is complemented with a liquid-argon presampler detector, placed in

front of its inner surface, over the full �-range.

A half-barrel is made of 1024 accordion-shaped absorbers, interleaved with readout elec-

trodes. The electrodes are positioned in the middle of the gap by honeycomb spacers. The size

of the drift gap on each side of the electrode is 2.1 mm, which corresponds to a total drift time

of about 450 ns for an operating voltage of 2000 V. Once assembled, a half-barrel presents no

– 114 –

Δη = 0.025 (L2)Δη = 0.0031 (L1)
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Reinhard Schwienhorst

New LAr calorimeter trigger granularity

•Trigger towers 
Δη x ΔΦ = 0.1 x 0.1 

•Separate of electrons, taus, 
jets limited by granularity

9

Electron with ET=70 GeV as seen by Run 1/2 and Run 3 systems
1 Trigger tower

10 Super cells

1
4

4
1

   

•Finer granularity 
-Longitudinal and transverse 

•Finer energy quantization
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Reinhard Schwienhorst

New LAr calorimeter trigger granularity

•Trigger towers 
Δη x ΔΦ = 0.1 x 0.1 

•Separate of electrons, taus, 
jets limited by granularity

9

Electron with ET=70 GeV as seen by Run 1/2 and Run 3 systems
1 Trigger tower

10 Super cells

1
4

4
1

   

•Finer granularity 
-Longitudinal and transverse 

•Finer energy quantization

Run-1 , Run-2

Δη x ΔΦ  =
0.1 x 0.1

L0 : Δη x ΔΦ
0.1 x 0.1

L1 : Δη x ΔΦ
0.025 x 0.1

L2 : Δη x ΔΦ
0.025 x 0.1

L3 : Δη x ΔΦ
0.1 x 0.1

higher granularity 
shower shape 

• 4 times finer unit : η (L1, L2)

• 1 → 4 units in depth

→ better e / jet separation

3 Feature Extractors 
• eFEX : e / γ / τ


• jFEX  :  jet , τ , sumET , MET


• gFEX : large-R jet

ATLAS Week June 2016, New York

L1Calo at Phase I
The L1Calo upgrade will use improved segmentation supercell data, and implement 
three “Feature Extractors” (FEX’s) which will process the supercell data. The eFEX 
will identify electrons and photons, the jFEX will identify standard jets, do calculations of 
MET, HT, and the gFEX will identify large-R jets, do calculations of MET, HT.  

• Prototypes are now available for gFEX, eFEX and support modules.

5Ian Brawn

Overview of L1Calo (inc. gFEX)

24 February 2015 1
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Environment area (8 cells)

Cluster area (6 cells)

Biggest local maximum in η

28 September 2016Francesco Gonnella - University of Birmingham 13

Biggest neighbour in φ (up or down) of A

e/γ algorithm: 𝑅ߟ isolation

A

B

A

B

0.3 η

0.
3 
φ

� The energy of the cluster is 
evaluated in the cluster area

� The isolation cut is done on the 
following parameter:

𝑅ߟ =
𝐸𝑐𝑙𝑢

𝐸𝑒𝑛𝑣 + 𝐸𝑐𝑙𝑢
� The environmental area is 

chosen as represented in figure

� Every TOB with 𝑅ߟ < 𝑇ℎ𝑟 is 
vetoed

� Typical values of a well isolated 
cluster are ~0.9

� A and B cells are used to 
locate cluster in all the others 
conditions

Layer-2

R
⌘
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Reinhard Schwienhorst

Phase 1 trigger improvements: e/jet separation
•Utilize more of the calorimeter shower shape information 

-Electron-jet separation 
- lateral Rη - relate energy in central core to immediate 

surroundings 
-depth f3 - relate back sampling to whole cluster

5
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Reinhard Schwienhorst

Phase 1 trigger improvements: e/jet separation
•Utilize more of the calorimeter shower shape information 

-Electron-jet separation 
- lateral Rη - relate energy in central core to immediate 

surroundings 
-depth f3 - relate back sampling to whole cluster

5

electron
jet

 f3 
in depth

28 September 2016Francesco Gonnella - University of Birmingham 14

e/γ algorithm: 𝑓3 condition (1/3)

� The energy cut is done on the 
cluster area

� The isolation cut is done on 
the following parameter:

𝑓3 =
𝐸3

𝐸1 + 𝐸2 + 𝐸3
� Where 𝐸n is the energy 

deposited in layer 𝑛 in the 
area represented in figure 

� Every TOB with f3 > 𝑇ℎ𝑟 is 
vetoed

A

B

0.
3 
φ

Layer-2

0.3 η

0.
3 
φ

0.3 η

Layer-1

0.
3 
φ

Layer-3

f3 =
E3

E1 + E2 + E3

L1

L2

L3
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Reinhard Schwienhorst

eFEX
•24 ATCA modules (2 shelves) 
•4 FPGAs per board 
•Some input data sharing 

-Between boards 
-Between FPGAs

13

ATLAS Week June 2016, New York

Ian Brawn

LAr–eFEX Tests, April ’16
• LATOME–gFEX & –eFEX tests completed 

successfully
• 264 MGT Rx tested 

• (144 optic inputs + fan out) 
• 99% very good eye opening

• BER<10-14 @ 11.2 Gb/s
• Technology, design & method validated 

• A few links under further investigation with FTM 
• FPGAs ran hot…  

• E.g., 12oC > recommended

11

LATOME-eFEX Results @ 11.2 Gb/s

Good links:  
BER < 10-14

Known faults 
(eFEX/LATOME)

Dirt in optics

eFEX Eye 
Diagram at 
11.2 Gb/s

• 24 ATCA modules in 2 shelves 
• 4 FPGAs per module 

• Multi-Gbps links ( 11.2Gbps ) 
• all FPGA-FPGA links tested 

- BER < 10-14

- track length < 30cm

very good eye opening
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Figure 2. Calorimeter clusters, large-radius jet and its sub-jets in a simulated Z0 event with decay to a top
quark pair. One of the top quarks decays hadronically, and the resulting clusters are matched to the top-quark
decay products as well as the additional radiation. Adopted from Ref. [4]. Samples used are produced using
a detector simulation described in Ref. [5].

for three different granularities to be provided according to the clustering requirements. Besides the
Trigger Towers that are currently utilized in Run-2, the LAr calorimeter electronics send digital fine
granularity information to L1Calo in the form of Super Cells [2]. These facilitate improvements to
the electron, photon and tau lepton L1Calo algorithms. In addition, coarse-granularity information
is available to enable the processing of the full calorimeter in a single ATCA module. Three new
feature extractor (FEX) sub-systems will be added to L1Calo: the electromagnetic (eFEX), jet
(jFEX), and global (gFEX) feature extractors, which will gradually take over the functions of the
current processing sub-systems. The three FEX systems process different input information and
have different algorithmic trigger requirements. An overview of the upgraded system is shown in
Fig. 3. The FEX modules reside in ATCA shelves. The TOBs and readout information are collected
in a custom ATCA hub board designed for the FEX system (HUB), which also acts as the shelf
controller. The FEX systems receive their inputs via optical fibers. The mapping between LAr pre-
processor outputs (which provide the digital optical signals) and the FEX modules is accomplished
by the optical plant. Some of the signals need to be duplicated in the overlap regions between FEX
modules. This is accomplished through duplication at the source as well as fiber splitting in the
optical plant.

The current system consists of the pre-processor, which sends signals to the jet energy proces-
sor and cluster processors. These are connected via a extended common merger module (CMX),
which sums and consolidates the information from the processors. The CMX sends its results to the
L1Topo processor, which combined electron, photon, muon, tau lepton and jet candidates as well
as Emiss

T information and performs real-time event selection based on their spatial information and
geometrical relationships such as the angle, distance or invariant mass of pairs of objects.

4.1 Super Cells

The inputs to the L1Calo system in Run-2 are Trigger Towers that are formed by analog summation
of calorimeter cells across the longitudinal layers in a region of Dh ⇥Df = 0.1⇥0.1. The Phase-1

– 3 –
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Figure 1: Illustration of the three (out of more than 1500) shower histories with the largest signal prob-
abilities for a simulated large-R jet from a top quark produced in a Z0!tt decay with mZ0 = 1.75 TeV.
On the left panels are event displays showing the subjets used by the algorithm. Subjets of a particu-
lar category have the same fill colour and their extent represents the subjet active catchment area [12].
Jet constituents are shown as black dots. On the right panels are the corresponding shower histories.
The hard scatter is indicated as the (red) star. Initial-state emissions are indicated by diamonds. Parton
emissions are indicated by filled circles. Coloured straight lines represent the colour flow.

3

large-R jet from top ( Z’ → tt , mZ’=1.75 TeV)

ATLAS-CONF-2014

New Heavy Particle Search ( e.g.  Z’ ) 
 → boosted W , Z , top , Higgs ( w/ ISR ) 

 → hadronic decay , jets are close each other 
 → large-Radius jets to be triggered !

The gFEX receives the entire calorimeter data 
in a single module in a ATCA shelf

→ full-scan algorithms
→ large-R jets    as well as  MET , Energy Sum , … 

The cone size of Run-2 Calo. Trigger is
 too small to cover top quark decay products

 large-R = 1.0 
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• single ATCA module 
- coarser granularity input  : 0.2x0.2 

• Architecture 
- 3 processing FPGAs (pFPGA) 

- running algorithms ( large-R , ETmiss , … ) 
- 1 Zynq FPGA 

- control , Monitoring, …

pFPGA - pFPGA @ 12.8Gbps
H. Evans gFEX Status, 28-Sep-2016 5

gFEX Prototype v2

pFPGA

A

Zynq

H. Evans gFEX Status, 28-Sep-2016 6

Prototype 2 Tes%ng Status

• Power & Thermal

 298 W measured

o all MGTs on 4 FPGAs at 12.8 Gbps

o 24/28 miniPODs mounted

 ==> total power es4mated: 310 W

• Zynq (-2 device)

 DDR3, Ethernet, SD, JTAG, QSPI and I2C interface

 Clock conRg: both SI5338 & SI5345 ok

 Voltage, current, and temperature monitoring

• pFGPA A/B/C (XCVU160)

 JTAG and SPI conRgura4on

• Parallel data buses: all run up to 560 MHz (1120 Mb/s)

 9 groups of parallel data buses b/w FPGAs

 stable range = 35-65% of ½ clk cycle

• Link speed IBERT tests

 z/pFPGA TX → miniPOD TX → Rber → minPOD RX → z/pFPGA RX

 zFPGA ↔ pFPGA

 pFPGA ↔ pFPGA

 all stable at 12.8 Gb/s, onboard transfers (GTY) at 25.6 Gb/s

pFPGA A → 5” → pFPGA C @ 25.6 Gb/s

pFPGA → Fiber → pFPGA @ 12.8 Gb/s

zFPGA → Fiber → zFPGA @ 12.8 Gb/s

good eye opening

H. Evans gFEX Status, 28-Sep-2016 3

The Phase-1 L1Calo gFEX

• The gFEX sees all Calo (LAr + Tile) informa4on on one board

 But at coarser granularity than eFEX or jFEX: gTowers = 0.2 x 0.2 (η x φ)

• gFEX Architecture

 3 Processor FPGAs (pFPGA A,B,C) run algo’s, real4me output

o Large-R jets, MET, pileup,…

 1 Hybrid FPGA (zFPGA) control, readout, real4me output

Prototype v2 gFEX

pFPGA A pFPGA B

pFPGA C zFPGA

pFPGA

B

pFPGA

C

pFPGA
C

pFPGA
C

pFPGA
A

pFPGA
B

η

Φ



11 jFEX : specification / prototype11 jFEX	in	a	nutshell

28/09/2016 TDAQ	week	- Barcelona	2016 2

Physics	tasks:
• jFEX	identifies	jet	candidates	and	

calculates	ΣE#and '#()** for	each	
BC

Features:
• Data	received	by	the	central	and	

forward	calorimeters:|η|<	4.9	with	
different	granularities

• jFEX	is	an	ATCA	board
• 4	Xilinx	Ultrascale FPGAs	per	

module
• 24	MiniPOD:	20	RX	+	4	TX
• Up	to	120	MGTs	x	4	per	module
• Up	to	3.6	Tbps in	input
• 2	types	of	MGTs:	GTH	and	GTY
• Data	duplication	via	PMA	loop-

back	(	+ ring	coverage	per	module)

• 7	(+spares)	modules	to	be	built

jFEX	(Full)	Prototype	

28/09/2016 TDAQ	week	- Barcelona	2016 3

-2FLGA2577

4x

24	(20RX	and	4TX)
miniPOD
(http://www.avagotech.com/)

Stack-up	sketch

TX TX

TX TX

16756	connections
24	layers	– MEGTRON6	material	

Thicker	copper	
deposit	(see	power	
simulations	)

Buried	via μvias

• jet , sumET , ETmiss

• System Overview
- 7 ATCA modules in One Shelf 
- 4 FPGA / module ( Ultrascale ) 
- max. 3.6Tbps input 

• Specific points : improvements 
- dynamic range : increased 
- granularity x 4 
- jet definition algorithm 

• Gaussian fitter  
• non-square 
• …
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BI RPCs

MM
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S
W

BIS78

sMDTs

sTGCs

Figure 47. Drawings of the ATLAS Muon Spectrometer with the new chambers proposed for installation in
the Phase-II upgrade (red text: BI RPCs, sMDTs, sTGCs, Large-⌘ tagger), those to be installed during LS2
(green text: Micromegas and sTGCs in the new small wheel and RPCs and sMDTs on BIS78), and those that
will be kept unchanged from the Run 1 layout (black text). The green (blue) chambers indicated as BMS/BML,
BOS/BOL, BEE (EIL, EES/EEL, EMS/EML, EOS/EML) are MDTs. The upper panel shows the R-Z view of
one of the azimuthal sectors that contain the barrel toroid coils (“small” sector), the lower panel shows a sector
between the barrel toroid coils (“large” sector).

Chapter VI: Muon Spectrometer Page 99 of 229

ATLAS Muon Spectrometer12

New
RPC

Layer

Barrel 
Toroid

• A complex of Trigger chamber (RPC / TGC + NSW)  and  Precision tracker (MDT, NSW) 
• To cope with longer latency & higher trigger rate, all the electronics to be replaced

• MDT (max. Drift-Time ~ 700ns) to be a part of Hardware μ-Trigger 
• ALL the hit (40MHz) of TGC/RPC/MDT sent to off-detector → process Trigger

RPCs

TGCs

MDT

MDT
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Figure 6.2: Muon trigger and read-out diagram

compared to the previous runs. The precise spatial information of the MDTs has a significant impact1033

on the momentum resolution, leading to a sharper e�ciency turn-on and a consequent reduction of the1034

muon trigger rate.1035

Due to the change of the trigger latencies and the higher cavern background conditions expected, as1036

well as to introduce capability to provide track segment information to the Level-0 trigger, all the on-1037

detector electronics (mezzanine cards and Chamber Service Modules (CSM)) will be replaced. All the1038

TDC information is sent to the o↵-detector electronics board, the MDT data processor, via high-speed1039

optical links. The hit extractor in the MDT data processor serves three purposes:1040

1. It bu↵ers the MDT hits until it receives a muon pretrigger from the RPC or TGC trigger sector1041

logic or another ATLAS level-0 trigger.1042

2. It associates MDT hits to a pretrigger of a level-0 trigger.1043

3. It passes MDT hits associated to a pretrigger in space and time to the MDT trigger processor1044

performing the MDT track fit.1045

4. It sends the MDT hits associated to a level-0 trigger to the Felix.1046

The MDT trigger processor has to find the MDT hits in a region of interest which belong to a straight-1047

line track segment and then fit a straight line to hits found in the pattern recognition step. Three methods,1048

HL-LHC : L0 Muon Trigger13

TGC
(Endcap-μ)

RPC
(barrel-μ)

MDT
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PSボードの試験
(高速転送用トランシーバによるデータ転送)

11

Xilinx社のIBERTを使って
ループバックさせてビットエラーレート
のカウントをした

転送レート(ファイバーあたり)：8.0 Gbps
ビットエラーレート < 8.91 x 10−15
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15                  L0 MDT Trigger15 /20MDT Trigger, First Results of Timing Study28

Demonstrator hardware

Test under realistic background conditions

Test with experimental data 
recorded in CERN’s gamma 
irradiation facility. 
Processing time < 3.5 µs 
even at 20% occupancy.

Microprocessor can be used 
for segment reconstruction. 
Xilinx evaluation kit ZC 806 
(SoC Zync-7045 with 1 GHz ARM 
Cortex-A9) for demonstration.

O. Kortner

Micro processor on FPGA
for track-finding / fitting

processing time < 3.5 μs

Xilinx kit ZC706
Irradiate γ-ray @ GIF 
~ 20% occupancy : higher than HL-LHC

AM-chip + Linear Approx.
for track-finding + fitting

/10

 

ATLAS Technical Design Report
Muon Spectrometer 5 June 1997

4    Detector layout  87

Figure 4-22  Dimensions of FMS and FML MDT chambers

System-level design
• An AM covers a chamber in a station
– e.g. 5 AMs cover for one EML

• One board cover three 
stations in the same phi
– 64 boards to covers entire system

• 16 x 2 (in Endcap), 16 x 2 (in Barrel)
– 8-shelf system to cover all sectors

Middle

Inner

Outer

4

• Event rate not very challenging
with this segmentation
– If TGC/RPC coincidence gives 4 MHz

• Roughly ~40-120 kHz / board on average
( once per 1000 collisions on average)

apply ATLAS-FTK Board
( Pulsar-2  )

64 ATCA Boards ( 8 shelves ) 
to cover all the MDT system

processing time ~ 1.3 μs
(+ 0.3μs : reserver queuing )

• fit to the total L0-latency of 6μs
 ( and still large room to speed-up , multi-core processor, algo. ) 
• comparable to the offline performance

To Do
# Hit-Pattern  <  AM capacity 

Performance studies 
• efficiency 
• pT resolution

the situation before LS3
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16 Summary16

Calorimeter & μ-Trigger upgrades towards HL-LHC 
- production of prototypes , final modules, tests ,  
- firmware , software developments are on-going !  ( depends on the timing to deploy ) 

Calorimeter : 
- eFEX , jFEX : higher granularity (lateral , depth)  , e , γ , τ / jet 
- unique feature of gFEX to catch,   large-R jet , ( MET , sumET ) 
- aiming to deploy the upgrade system after LS2 

Muon :
- all the hit information is sent to off-detector → to retrieve full potential 
- precision tracker (MDT) participates to the trigger system 
- as a complex system,  gain geometrical acceptance  &  keep low pT threshold
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Backup



18 jFEX	in	a	nutshell

28/09/2016 TDAQ	week	- Barcelona	2016 2

Physics	tasks:
• jFEX	identifies	jet	candidates	and	

calculates	ΣE#and '#()** for	each	
BC

Features:
• Data	received	by	the	central	and	

forward	calorimeters:|η|<	4.9	with	
different	granularities

• jFEX	is	an	ATCA	board
• 4	Xilinx	Ultrascale FPGAs	per	

module
• 24	MiniPOD:	20	RX	+	4	TX
• Up	to	120	MGTs	x	4	per	module
• Up	to	3.6	Tbps in	input
• 2	types	of	MGTs:	GTH	and	GTY
• Data	duplication	via	PMA	loop-

back	(	+ ring	coverage	per	module)

• 7	(+spares)	modules	to	be	built

jFEX : specification / prototype18

jFEX	(Full)	Prototype	

28/09/2016 TDAQ	week	- Barcelona	2016 3
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Stack-up	sketch

TX TX

TX TX

16756	connections
24	layers	– MEGTRON6	material	

Thicker	copper	
deposit	(see	power	
simulations	)

Buried	via μvias

jFEX	in	a	nutshell

28/09/2016 TDAQ	week	- Barcelona	2016 2

Physics	tasks:
• jFEX	identifies	jet	candidates	and	

calculates	ΣE#and '#()** for	each	
BC

Features:
• Data	received	by	the	central	and	

forward	calorimeters:|η|<	4.9	with	
different	granularities

• jFEX	is	an	ATCA	board
• 4	Xilinx	Ultrascale FPGAs	per	

module
• 24	MiniPOD:	20	RX	+	4	TX
• Up	to	120	MGTs	x	4	per	module
• Up	to	3.6	Tbps in	input
• 2	types	of	MGTs:	GTH	and	GTY
• Data	duplication	via	PMA	loop-

back	(	+ ring	coverage	per	module)

• 7	(+spares)	modules	to	be	built



19 jFEX : specification / prototype19

ATLAS Level-1 Calorimeter Upgrade for Phase 1 Page 17 of 22 David Sankey, March 20, 2014 

jFEX algorithms 
Calculate energy sums: E

T
, E

t

miss 

Identify jet and fat τ candidates 

Compared to current JEP system 

• increased dynamic range 

• granularity × 4 

• allows flexibility in jet definition (non-square, Gaussian filter, …)  

Increased jet environment  

≤ 0.9 × 0.9 (η × φ) 

• increases with higher bandwidth or pre-clustering in jFEX, large jets at 
L1Topo  

 



20 Level-0 Muon trigger20

ATLAS Phase-II trigger upgrade Page 12 of 23 David Sankey, 10 March 2016 

Level-0 
L0Muon 

Information from precision muon chambers (MDT) and additional muon trigger 
chambers added to significantly improve efficiency and purity 

• building on existing muon trigger system and Phase-I NSW 

 

L0Calo 
Hardware mostly from Phase-I Level-1 system 

• Feature Extractors eFEX, gFEX, jFEX, with relaxed latency compared to Phase-I 

• new digital signals from Tile and new forward calorimetry 

ATLAS
Phase-II Upgrade

Scoping Document
September 25, 2015 - Version 1.0
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Phase II upgrade study
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pOffline selected muons,

Figure 3. Expected rate reduction for muon triggers based on a measurement of the local polar angle, �, be-
fore and after the barrel and end-cap toroid. The red hatched area shows the effect of the TGC determination
of � combined with the NSW. (The TGC and NSW systems do not affect the barrel triggers with |⌘| < 1.3). The
blue hatched area shows the improvement after the MDT trigger is added. The plot is based on emulation of
the NSW performance using the 2012 detector configuration of ATLAS.

can be used in the trigger. In all of the scenarios the end-cap MDT hits are available to the trigger
processors.

In the Reference scenario the difference between the local polar angle, � in the inner and outer
barrel MDT layers can be used to sharpen the momentum resolution allowing a tighter cut with
minimal loss of efficiency, this will reduce the trigger rate by approximately 50%. In the end-cap
region, the difference between the angle � in the NSW and in the big-wheel MDTs can similarly
be used to provide an effective momentum cut as illustrated in Figure 3. The MDT hits will be
processed using processors based on FPGAs coupled with Central Processing Units (CPUs). The
MDT processor will deliver the trigger decision quickly enough so that the L0 trigger decision can be
distributed within the required latency of 6µs.

III.2.2 Level-0 calorimeter Triggers
The L0 calorimeter trigger will re-use the system installed as part of the Phase-I ATLAS upgrade
that is outlined in the TDAQ Phase-I TDR [8]. In the Phase-I upgrade, triggers will be based on three
feature extraction processors. The eFEX is designed to use the finest granularity available from the
Phase-I upgrade of the LAr trigger electronics [9] with a size of �⌘⇥�� of 0.025⇥ 0.1 in the strips
and main layer of the calorimeter, and a size of �⌘⇥�� of 0.1⇥ 0.1 for the pre-sampler, the last
layer in the e.m. calorimeter and the hadronic calorimeters. The eFEX is used to identify electrons,
photons and tau leptons with |⌘| < 2.5. The jFEX is based on a transverse granularity of �⌘⇥�� of
0.1⇥0.1 in the Tile calorimeters and in the LAr calorimeters in the region |⌘| < 2.4. In the remainder
of the acceptance the trigger transverse granularity is almost the same as the full granularity used
in the offline analysis. The jFEX is able to identify jets, as well as calculate contributions to global
quantities such as Emiss

T in slices of ⌘. The gFEX is based on transverse granularity of �⌘⇥�� of
0.2⇥0.2 and allows the entire event to be processed in a single module. For example, the gFEX is
able to identify jets with R = 1.0.

In the Phase-II upgrade, the signals to the Feature EXtractor trigger processors (FEXs) will

Chapter III: Trigger and Data Acquisition System Page 19 of 229

TGC tracking trigger ( 1.0 < |η| < 2.4 )

MDT tracking trigger ( 1.0 < |η| < 2.4 )

— 25%

another
— 35% or more

higher position resolution  →  sharper turn-on



21 TWO level trigger scheme : L0→L121ATLAS Phase-II Upgrade
Trigger and Data Acquisition

Initial Design Review
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Figure 13: Global View of the Two-Level Architecture. Latency design requirements for readout elec-
tronics are shown; the expected trigger latencies are given in the text.

which objects caused the Level-0 accept and generates a Regional Readout Request (R3), which523

drives readout of ITk data for the relevant regions from detector front-end electronics for524

Level-1 processing. Based on the objects that drove the Level-0 decision, the Level-1 system525

uses the ITk information from the regions specified in the R3 command, and finer-grained526

calorimeter data, to refine the selection The ITk data are processed by a hardware track finding527

system referred to as L1Track. The resulting set of tracks and the fine granularity calorimeter528

information are then processed by L1Global system which combines the information to form529

refined signatures including electrons, photons, muons, taus, jets, Emiss
T , and potentially other530

hadronic combinations. The L1CTP system then forms the final Level-1 decision using the
menu configuration and prescales.531

Following either the Level-0 or Level-1 decision, which can vary between detectors, the
event data are transmitted over custom point-to-point serial links to the FELIX sub-system532

(Front-End Link eXchange, see Section 9.4.1) the first element of the DAQ system. From the533

detector perspective, FELIX functions primarily as a common receiver and router between534

their custom point-to-point serial-links and commodity multi-gigabit networks. The event535

data transmitted by FELIX are received by the Data Handler, where detector-specific process-536

ing, e.g. formatting and/or monitoring, of the data can be implemented prior to buffering537

in the Storage Handler sub-system of the Dataflow system. The Storage Handler provides538

20 3 System Architecture

Hardware

rate reduction : L0 → L1

1MHz

400KHz

 e , (2e) : 1/5 , (1/10)
 2τ        :  1/6

L1 Track ;  pT > 4GeV/c @ RoI

L0 :  CALO + MUON
40MHz → 1MHz

DATA recording

1/40

Comb. w/ TRK


